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Social Media By Kelly Krause / September 18, 2014 Twitter Facebook LinkedIn Email Share “Have a
nice day,” your daughter says as she leaves for school. What was that? “Did you say ‘f***ing’?” she
might ask in exasperation. Your wife may summon you from the kitchen to stop her before it’s too
late. In this age of bite-sized social media, it can be hard to keep up with what your kids are doing.
It’s no fun to get the bad news that your 20-year-old son has posted a picture of himself in the buff
to his Facebook wall. He’s only upset because he’s yet to accept his mother’s online dating profile, or
his dad doesn’t seem to remember he has a Facebook page. Sometimes, teens hide what they do
online. They might be more likely to text or talk using Google Hangout. They might gather to hang
out on Snapchat. But they might also be quietly posting or commenting, or updating their status, on
their Facebook and Twitter accounts. So what should you say when kids start to behave differently or
have questions about what they’re doing online? It’s probably a good idea to encourage them to talk
to you about what they’re doing and what they’re learning, while also discussing the appropriate
times and places for using social media. Kids are different when it comes to social media. It’s best to
approach them with your questions and comments, and try to determine what will appeal to them. If
you’re concerned about who they’re talking to, then you might offer them some privacy settings. It’s
all about what you want and what they want, and how they’re willing to communicate. It’s all about
setting limits. What do they do on social media? What’s the point of these technologies? Have they
learned anything about themselves and others? Have they been taught skills to help them in the real
world? What’s the difference between using social media for fun or work?
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more in a doc page. T he most common form of CPR, or cardiopulmonary resuscitation, was derived
from the needs of paramedics in the 1960s. Now that we're in the 21st century, we can update it a
bit. A 2015 study in Resuscitation found that giving chest compressions every one-and-a-half
minutes while giving two rescue breaths every two minutes was superior to traditional CPR; another
recent study in Resuscitation noted that single rescuers can double the effectiveness of CPR by
adding the aid of another rescuer. This kind of update is common in emergency medicine; generally
speaking, the advice about CPR as published in textbooks is probably outdated. I'm here with Dr.
David Sands, an emergency physician in the East Bay. Dr. Sands, I appreciate your being on this
show. DAVID SANDES: It's my pleasure to be on. MARTIN: Let's start with something that you
probably know pretty well. To me, it's kind of hard to imagine a scenario where CPR is going to help
somebody who's having a cardiac arrest. But what should I know? Like, what are those
circumstances? SANDES: Well, one very important thing that you've probably heard in other
episodes is that for somebody to actually be resuscitated, they have to be in cardiac arrest. And
what that means is that the heart is not beating normally, and if it's not beating normally, it's not
getting blood going to the brain and it's not getting blood going to other areas of the body. That
means that somebody who's having a cardiac arrest is in an emergency. And it's all about getting
help for the patient when the patient is in the emergency. And it's really important that we as
medical providers don't try to over-interpret things, because we probably aren't going to know what
was going to have happened to the patient. I think of this as the only situation in which it's justified
to give CPR to somebody. And, you know, just because somebody was in cardiac arrest d0c515b9f4
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